Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews
Thread: How much is you how much is pheromones
Gladen - September 21, 2018, 5:56 pm

This topic came up more than a few times over the 205,000 plus posts on here, but I am curious to
know what everyone else thinks.
Thundr stated that pheromones account for maybe 10% and the rest is up to you. Others have said
such things as 'it's like having the winning lottery numbers, but you still need to buy the ticket'
(TheLaw, this morning) and 'It is like having a cool sports car, you still need to drive the car and shift
the gears to get to your destination' (Me, some time ago)
So in your opinion, when you're using pheromones, how much of the overall effectiveness do you
feel is contributed to pheromones and how much is you (or your game, etc).
Myself, I am uncertain. I'd like to think that it is, indeed, mostly me being my best true self, and that
the pheromones get me noticed and help give me the opening and the rest is up to me. I'd say that
for me I estimate maybe 20% pheromones and 80% myself.
What do you all think?
Snoopyace - September 21, 2018, 9:05 pm

Yah know. In my experience, I don't necessarily feel that there is an overall easy answer. It always
seems to me to be more situational where depending on my mood especially, the ratio can change.
For example, I was wearing Love God yesterday and I really wasn't in the mood, nor had the time
for any sort of interaction with other humans as I wanted to finish my errands and go check on my
bride who was home sick. I still had people ignore my resting angry face and want to follow me
around and talk at me. This was probably a case of 70% pheromone blend to 30% my natural
approachability. Other times, I feel very social and WANT to interact with people. I am open and
cheerful and making an effort and people naturally gravitate to me even when I am not wearing
pheromones. When I am, that natural aptitude I have for attracting people is enhanced quite a bit
thanks to the pheromones. In that case It may be 10% to 20% pheromones and the rest is due to
my sparkling personality.
Having said that, I do also feel that the 'right' pheromone blend for your personality or for the
situation is also very beneficial. I'm naturally an alpha personality in that people gravitate to me and
respect what I say so I don't resonate well with things like A314 (back when it was 'good'), TUSC or
Ascend because they give off more of that alpha vibe that intimidates people. I turn a corner and
people cower, regardless of how little or much I happen to wear. I generally have much better luck
with Alpha Treasures, TITAN or Captain (BIG honorable mention to Chamber 36) if I am going with
an alpha blend. My personality/chemistry is much better suited to blends like The Love God, The
Hookup, C Musk and Charisma where the phero blend helps make me more approachable. I do
feel that the pheromones can definitely be utilized to help us in whatever self improvement goals we
may have, it is just a matter of deciding how much you want to steer and how much work you want
the pheromones to do. Personally, I like being the one to 'drive the car and shift the gears to get to
your destination' (thank you Gladen for that excellent analogy). Some guys would much rather put
things on autopilot and let the pheromones do the work. Nothing wrong with that, just a different
approach. I enjoy Love God because it allows the wearer to do both, depending on their mood. By
the way, I also think TheLaw is on to something with his comment as well. Sometimes wearing

Pheromones does feel like you've won the lottery when you have one of 'those' special days. It is
like nothing else.
My short answer- It's complicated.
WereWolf666 - September 22, 2018, 8:27 am

I agree with Snoopyace. Its mostly situational. One week you find the right people and you have the
right mood it works awesomely. Then it may not work as good on some people. Its like taste not
every like to eat chicken for example. So the 10% to 80% shift depending on personal taste and
your attitude that day. I think sometimes its 100% the phero if the girl like perfume a lot.
LoveInSpain - September 22, 2018, 11:29 am

I agree with Snoopyface.
But instead of estimating a % of you vs a % of mones, I try to look at it as if mones increase your
overall attractiveness, on a 0 to 10 scale.
This depends upon whatever else you have to bring to the table. Famous actors or musicians would
never need to wear mones. So for someone famous who did wear them, it would be 100% him / 0%
mones to maintain his 10/10 attraction level. Without mones he would still be a 10/10.
However, a nerdy below-average guy, living with his mom, too timid to cold approach, using mones,
the ratio could be 20% him / 80% mones, although his overall attraction level with mones still might
not reach a 4/10 attraction level. But without mones he would probably be less than a 2/10.
Most of us mere mortals are somewhere in between the above extreme examples. I believe that
using the right products on the right targets, I sometimes raise my overall attractiveness from a 5 or
6 up to a possible 7 or 8. I will never be a 9 or 10, no matter how much I spend on mones. I could, I
guess, reach an 8 without mones if I never drank a beer again in my life, went to bed at 8pm and
worked out 3 hours each day. But I'm not willing to do that, so I hack the system as much as I can to
get where I want to be.
Spars - September 22, 2018, 1:08 pm

Attractiveness to me is like a muscle. You have certain features and body language, tonality, and
gestures that can increase or decrease the resistance. Mones are just like having a really good day
at the gym where things just donâ€™t seem as hard or as heavy. If you keep staying at that level,
yea itâ€™ll change the normal, but youâ€™ll burn out much quicker and eventually overtrain your
attractiveness muscles.
The same as you can have a bad day at the gym because your head isnâ€™t clear, the same you
can have a bad night out because you overdid or did something different or new and werenâ€™t
used to the results.
On a good day, I hope for 10%-20% better results then last time.
Gladen - September 22, 2018, 2:00 pm

(09-22-2018 8:08 AM)Spars Wrote: &nbsp;Attractiveness to me is like a muscle.
There is, sir, an excellent kernel of wisdom in there. Attractiveness is like a muscle; if you exercise
it, it will grow stronger and better; if not, it will atrophy.
I don't know if that was your gist, but there is wisdom in there.
theLaw - September 22, 2018, 2:09 pm

When I first started driving for Uber years ago, I picked up several other male drivers who all said

that some women will basically throw themselves at you after midnight. At the time, I thought these
guys were full of sh*t, but then I drove nights for a while, and became a believer.
This would be a tipping-point scenario where mones can absolutely put you over the edge, and
some mixes can become downright scary under the right conditions.
Take this same mix out to the mall at 11:00am, and it's a dud. Context is king.
MMM - September 22, 2018, 4:13 pm

(09-22-2018 9:09 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;When I first started driving for Uber years ago, I picked
up several other male drivers who all said that some women will basically throw themselves at you
after midnight. At the time, I thought these guys were full of sh*t, but then I drove nights for a while,
and became a believer.
This would be a tipping-point scenario where mones can absolutely put you over the edge, and
some mixes can become downright scary under the right conditions.
Take this same mix out to the mall at 11:00am, and it's a dud. Context is king.
THAT!
And your mileage may vary, depending on how many teeth you're missing. And even with no teeth,
there will still be those who are still into you.
1% YOU, and 99% mones. 2% YOU, and 98% mones. 3% YOU, and 97% mones. I hope you can
see where I'm going with this! 'Cause I'm NOT going to type until it's 99% YOU!
metaltree - September 22, 2018, 6:40 pm

(09-22-2018 9:09 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Context is king
Yes, context is king.
I primarily use pheromones a night in bars and clubs to make myself more desirable and attractive
to women.
Without Pheromones
Without pheromones I'm pretty much ignored by all the women in nightclubs and when I approach
I'm usually dismissed like I'm barely registering on her radar. Outside of clubs without pheromones
I can find a girl who wants to be my girlfriend once in a while because I naturally have a good
husband/good father vibe that some women are looking for. Once these girls become my girlfriend
they will eventually become strongly physically attracted to me and become addicted to me with
great sex. This is because I have an ability to connect with a girl on an emotional level that few
men have. Some of my girlfriends before pheromones have commented that they were not
expecting to become so attracted to me because I'm not their usual type. But this pissed me off. I
hated the good husband/good father vibe and I hated that I wasn't that hot guy that women would
see and strongly desire. Also without pheromones I have never had a one night stand and I never
made out with a girl in a bar before.
With Pheromones
With pheromones I can go to a bar/club and I'm actually on some women's radar. Sure, most
women are not attracted to me because I'm not the traditionally hot guy. But with pheromones I do
come across some women who who think I'm hot the moment they meet me. Over the years using
pheromones I've come across several women who were instantly attracted to me and lusted over
me. I've had women I'd met earlier that night say, "You can do anything you want to me" and things
like that. I've had women I just met make out with me like I'm a celebrity or rock star. Now this

doesn't happen often even with pheromones but happening every once in a while is much much
better than never! . So, with pheromones I have occasional make outs and occasional one night
stands. Pheromones have given me these beautiful experiences that I would not have been able to
experience otherwise since I'm not a traditionally hot guy. I've spent thousands of dollars
purchasing different pheromone products and every penny I spent was worth it because I will always
treasure these experiences and never take them for granted.
Conclusion
Finding a girlfriend scenario: Me: 75%, Pheromones: 25%
Getting laid with a stranger I just met in a bar/club: Me: 30%, Pheromones 70%
Lostdreams - September 22, 2018, 8:56 pm

Whether its 1% or 99%, there is a difference.
Thats Good enuff for me.
and me havin too much fun
ta rack me brain.
Snoopyace - September 22, 2018, 8:58 pm

(09-22-2018 3:56 PM)Lostdreams Wrote: &nbsp;Whether its 1% or 99%, there is a difference.
Thats Good enuff for me.
and me havin too much fun
ta rack me brain.
Now THIS is my kind of answer. They definitely help and that really is all that matters. Repped.
Gladen - September 22, 2018, 9:23 pm

Thanks everyone, please keep them coming.
I was hoping to get answers that would help me quantify things, all while knowing that individual
results may vary.
This actually helps more, but in a different, not compiling quantitative data, more.
Mischief - September 22, 2018, 9:52 pm

I go out with the mindset that I am not wearing pheromones. Just go out with the intention of having
a good time or a good, productive day. If someone is out in the field and they're thinking too much
about this hit or that hit, it'll affect their social intention and interaction. Don't worry about the how of
things.
A lady looks at you, follow up on the prospect and work your game. Thinking about did this work or
did that work. . . .leave that for the post mortem after the day or night out.
Overthinking can make things worse than better in all aspects of life.
Snoopyace - September 22, 2018, 9:59 pm

(09-22-2018 4:52 PM)Mischief Wrote: &nbsp;I go out with the mindset that I am not wearing
pheromones. Just go out with the intention of having a good time or a good, productive day. If
someone is out in the field and they're thinking too much about this hit or that hit, it'll affect their
social intention and interaction. Don't worry about the how of things.
A lady looks at you, follow up on the prospect and work your game. Thinking about did this work or
did that work. . . .leave that for the post mortem after the day or night out.

Overthinking can make things worse than better in all aspects of life.
Yes. This. Exactly.
This is why I continue to preach that when I put on pheromones, I do my best to 'forget' that I'm
wearing them and to just focus on having fun. Repped.
Lostdreams - September 22, 2018, 11:25 pm

(09-22-2018 4:52 PM)Mischief Wrote: &nbsp;I go out with the mindset that I am not wearing
pheromones. Just go out with the intention of having a good time or a good, productive day. If
someone is out in the field and they're thinking too much about this hit or that hit, it'll affect their
social intention and interaction.
Overthinking can make things worse than better in all aspects of life.
Yes this! Repped.
and if overly concerned with how the mones
affecting one gal in particular, youve got oneitis.
Oneitis = Doomed!
Get out there and have fun.
Hombre - October 8, 2018, 9:38 am

i am very new to pheromones and i was just thinking that this whole 10% think is so bullshit!
i mean, its a veryyyyyy general rule of thumb but it just dosent do justice to pheromones.
i dont believe you can quantifiy the effect of pheromones because sometimes,
when you have the right phero at the right place at the right time, you can get an experience that is
unquantifiable.
i only been using mones for 2 month now and still i have a perfect example:
i was in a festival this summer and from the first day i had this crazy intense romance with an
amazing woman.
i believe that xist helped me make this romance 10 times better and deeper and maybe even the
reason it happened in the first place, who knows.
what i do know is the following:
that girl had a complicated issue about sex that i dont want to get in but the bottom line, she didnt
want to sleep with anyone in the festival. now, i understand her reasons but i think it was definitly
better for both of us to have sex in this particular situation, but she made her mind before the festival
and thats that.
we had a crazyyy tease the whole festival and we had a deep deep connection between us.
on the last night of the festival, i for some reason decided to put alot of AV on me.
i didnt thought of it at the time but that girl was just about to get her period.
after an hour walking around together with the AV on me she asked to go to the tent and we had
the craziest sex ever.
thee day after she told me she didnt want to do it but she was just to horny.
now, we kept traveling after both super happy and we are still friends and im sure she is happy
aboout us having sex now, but the bottom line is without AV i would have gone back home with all
the memorys of this beautifull trip and this
amazing romance that was nothing i have experienced before but with no sex, and every time i
would have recalled that trip or tell someone about it i would have a pinch in my heart because i
know it wasnt complete.
but thanks to mones i had the best trip of my life and had the best romance i ever had with a
woman.
now i dare you call that 10%, fuck off!

theLaw - October 8, 2018, 2:57 pm

(10-08-2018 4:38 AM)Hombre Wrote: &nbsp;now i dare you call that 10%, fuck off!
So this presents an interesting question: how much of this was in your head vs pheromones?
Here are the facts:
1. You attended a festival wearing AV
2. You met a girl
3. You had sex with this girl
Everything else could easily just be in your head. As you said yourself, it can't be quantified.
I would suggest that the answer is actually your life around this festival, and not the situation itself.
Pheromones can have a huge effect, but the girl also escalated, so perhaps AV just made you stand
out enough for a horny chick to choose you as her bang-buddy for the day. Also, probably a good
idea to look at her behaviors after the fact. Did she get anything from you but your time?
You had very powerful feelings for this girl, which means you weren't thinking rationally, but
emotionally, so any words exchanged in this interaction are useless. Behavior, on the other hand,
will tell the real story.
Either way, it sounds like mones worked well for you. Congrats!
Gladen - October 8, 2018, 5:20 pm

When I posed the initial question I was curious if the enhancement effects of pheromones could be
quantified in a pseudo-scientific way. I knew that results vary, blends vary,products vary, and the
situation varies.
My only conclusion thus far is exactly the same one I had initially...it depends on the mix, you, the
situation, and mitigating circumstances. For each and every hit or result I can declare, somebody
else can counter it with their brand of logic to support anything contrary to my belief. Likewise,
others see hits and results in actions that others are blinded to.
Context is, indeed, king; but thus far this thread (related to a few of my others) has given me some
insight that will be most helpful.
Hombre - October 8, 2018, 7:00 pm

Quote:1. You attended a festival wearing AV
2. You met a girl
3. You had sex with this girl
i was there wearing several pheromoens, been with this girl almost the entire time kissing and all for
5 days.
and then on the 6th day, ive put AV for the first time in that festival, we where planning to go
dancing but after one hour of her smelling me, she suggested to go to the tent instead of the
dancefloor.
so for me it was very clear that the AV tipped the scale, made her horney enough to go for it.
now, she might have been on the edge the entire time, but that difference is what changed the
entire expirience for me.
now that i think about it it may not be the best example for this discussion but still gives you
something to think about.
ill sum up what i think:
1) even a 10% boost can change youre life.
2) the right pheromone at the right place at the right time can give you experiences that you will

never be able
to achive without mones.
Juic3d - October 9, 2018, 4:05 am

You canâ€™t really put a percentage on it. For one person it might seem like a slight boost. For
another they might be priceless and make them feel like a better, more charismatic version of
themselves. Attitude is everything. And if it changes that, for that person it may seem like damn near
100%. That might make mones seem like a crutch, but whatever works.
dsouza - October 9, 2018, 5:49 am

Well given the fact that in the summer of 2017 I was very consistent with my finances (bought a new
car, always weared &#36;3000 suits to dates) , pheromones (I only used 2 , maxt150 and m3x the
whole summer), game (The exact same game, meet online, to dinner date, to hotel by date 2 or
3)â€¦ My success was pretty consistent. I would say I would get successful results in dating 80% of
the time and consider maxt150 for workouts and m3x on dates to be my 20% holy grail.

Now consider in 2018.. My financial situation took a hit... so dating came to a hault. Mones still
work the same, but the results won't show because of the change in situation. (All factors being
kept the same).
I would say the right mones can contribute 20%. This is just one example.

I am not a PUA but I believe Mystery said it best... Bedding the 9's and 10's comes down to
WEALTH, HEALTH, and INTIMACY.
Pheromones in general help with the latter. in 2017 all 3 were bang on. As you can see in 2018 I
was missing the former and the pyramid crumbled.
Hombre - October 9, 2018, 8:11 am

well dsouza, we are coming from very different lives.
i understand what youre saying. the last copule of weeks ive been mostly home, used fero around
people only 3 times
and yeah it feels like i am 20% more goodlooking and confident.
but the real magic happen when you really start socializing on constant basis with alot of people.
because then you roll the dice again and again and the chances of something magnificent
happening is a gazillion times more then without pheromones.
DarkLord1 - October 9, 2018, 2:02 pm

Again, I like Gary's analogy that I may be off on a bit.
Let's take 100 women.
5 of them like you and 5 of them hate you without pheromones on....And 90 of them think that you
are just ok.
You put on pheromones and now 20 of them like you and 5 of them still hate you......And 75 of them
think that you are better than ok, but still not right for them. Oh and the 5 who liked you without
pheromones (a subset of the 20) now like you so much that they more openly show you their
interest and would be willing to have sex with you on the first date instead of making you approach
them first and wait until date 3 before giving up that sweet nectar.
Scenario 2....You wear pheromones around your wife and she feels closer to you. She starts doing

those little things that she did when you were first married that she stopped doing by year 7 and now
you are at year 20 getting treated like you did in year 1. Oh, and her friends are telling her what a
catch you are which makes her feel better (a little jealous too) about having you in her life.
I have friends who ask me for a percentage of how effective pheromones are all the time. Some
have been so scared by the results they saw (getting hit on by their unattractive female boss, having
a married co-worker confess that their husband wouldn't have sex with them after their last child was
born because she still has baby weight and then asking my friend what she should do about that,
etc) that they stop using them.
My point is this....Even if I could tell them a percentage that it helps, it wouldn't matter. Unless a
person gets the idea that pheromones provide an advantage over not having pheromones and know
(or learn) how to enjoy those advantages, then a percentage means nothing.
Gladen - October 9, 2018, 2:39 pm

(10-09-2018 9:02 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Again, I like Gary's analogy that I may be off on a
bit.
Let's take 100 women.
5 of them like you and 5 of them hate you without pheromones on....And 90 of them think that you
are just ok.
You put on pheromones and now 20 of them like you and 5 of them still hate you......And 75 of them
think that you are better than ok, but still not right for them. Oh and the 5 who liked you without
pheromones (a subset of the 20) now like you so much that they more openly show you their
interest and would be willing to have sex with you on the first date instead of making you approach
them first and wait until date 3 before giving up that sweet nectar.
Scenario 2....You wear pheromones around your wife and she feels closer to you. She starts doing
those little things that she did when you were first married that she stopped doing by year 7 and now
you are at year 20 getting treated like you did in year 1. Oh, and her friends are telling her what a
catch you are which makes her feel better (a little jealous too) about having you in her life.
I have friends who ask me for a percentage of how effective pheromones are all the time. Some
have been so scared by the results they saw (getting hit on by their unattractive female boss, having
a married co-worker confess that their husband wouldn't have sex with them after their last child was
born because she still has baby weight and then asking my friend what she should do about that,
etc) that they stop using them.
My point is this....Even if I could tell them a percentage that it helps, it wouldn't matter. Unless a
person gets the idea that pheromones provide an advantage over not having pheromones and know
(or learn) how to enjoy those advantages, then a percentage means nothing.
Well said DarkLord, well said.
kocik2000 - October 9, 2018, 2:49 pm

(10-09-2018 9:02 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Again, I like Gary's analogy that I may be off on a
bit.
Let's take 100 women.
5 of them like you and 5 of them hate you without pheromones on....And 90 of them think that you
are just ok.

You put on pheromones and now 20 of them like you and 5 of them still hate you......And 75 of them
think that you are better than ok, but still not right for them. Oh and the 5 who liked you without
pheromones (a subset of the 20) now like you so much that they more openly show you their
interest and would be willing to have sex with you on the first date instead of making you approach
them first and wait until date 3 before giving up that sweet nectar.
Scenario 2....You wear pheromones around your wife and she feels closer to you. She starts doing
those little things that she did when you were first married that she stopped doing by year 7 and now
you are at year 20 getting treated like you did in year 1. Oh, and her friends are telling her what a
catch you are which makes her feel better (a little jealous too) about having you in her life.
I have friends who ask me for a percentage of how effective pheromones are all the time. Some
have been so scared by the results they saw (getting hit on by their unattractive female boss, having
a married co-worker confess that their husband wouldn't have sex with them after their last child was
born because she still has baby weight and then asking my friend what she should do about that,
etc) that they stop using them.
My point is this....Even if I could tell them a percentage that it helps, it wouldn't matter. Unless a
person gets the idea that pheromones provide an advantage over not having pheromones and know
(or learn) how to enjoy those advantages, then a percentage means nothing.
Perfect analogy , couldn't have said it better and exactly what I observed . Rep
LoveInSpain - October 9, 2018, 4:09 pm

Spot on, @Darklord1. Repped.
Before I discovered mones, I spent 30 years seducing women, in all types of circumstances. Some
left their partners or husbands for me, some I had sex with just moments after meeting them, some
rejected me, some fully turned against me. But I always had at least 2 or 3 on the go at any given
time.
Where I didn't do well was seducing those who were "sitting on the fence", who neither were
attracted to me or the opposite. Mones have helped me increase my success with these. Not 100%,
if I were to make an estimate, I'd say possibly a 20% increase in success. But those type of women
who were never even remotely attracted, they still remain out of reach. I don't believe that there is
any mix to turn a woman a full 180Âº.
And if anyone is crazy enough to believe that there is any one product or combo on the market
which will create a "100% Mones / 0% You" situation, then the test is to wear that mix and try to get
a lesbian to have sex with you (not a bi, I mean a full on dick-despising lesbo).
@Dsouza, I understand your argument. I agree that each of us has a "checklist" of criteria where
we feel comfortable in the seduction process. But perhaps your finances weren't the issue; perhaps
it was that your financial situation knocked your self confidence or self motivation down a few
notches, which lowered your success rate. I do understand dating logistics (costs), but I also believe
that self confidence rules. In any case, I hope that you can get the situation sorted soon.
metaltree - October 9, 2018, 4:54 pm

(10-09-2018 11:09 AM)LoveInSpain Wrote: &nbsp;And if anyone is crazy enough to believe that
there is any one product or combo on the market which will create a "100% Mones / 0% You"
situation, then the test is to wear that mix and try to get a lesbian to have sex with you (not a bi, I
mean a full on dick-despising lesbo).
I see mones as an excellent crutch to make up for personal deficiencies but they can only do so

much and only help where you need it.
On one extreme, if Chris Hemsworth started wearing mones I don't think he would see much of a
difference. His success would be 100% him and 0% pheromones.
On the other extreme, if a guy who was totally hopeless with women with a completely negative
energy without any physical attractiveness then his failures would be 100% him and 0%
pheromones.
The people who benefit most from pheromones are completely average guys. For completely
average guys I could see the ratio going up to 50% him and 50% pheromones.
I believe that the closer you are to one of the extremes the less the pheromones will do anything.
DarkLord1 - October 9, 2018, 6:49 pm

Thank you to all for the reps and nice comments. Those simple analogies make sense to me and so
I share them. Glad to see that they work and help you too.
Gladen - October 10, 2018, 2:56 pm

(10-09-2018 1:49 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Thank you to all for the reps and nice comments.
Those simple analogies make sense to me and so I share them. Glad to see that they work and help
you too.
I'm curious Dark Phero Lord of the Sith, what kind of people are your friends, personality-wise, that
try pheromones so they can get female attention and then run away when they get female attention?
I tried (and failed) to word that in a manner that didn't sound like I was belittling them, as I am not.
But I thought it would be common sense that doing anything to get attention does not give one
control of from whom they receive said desired attention.
Whenever I encounter something foreign to my disposition I always ask for clarification so I can
integrate those possibilities into my meager little cranium. Are these guys socially awkward,
sheepish, alpha types, players,etc?
DarkLord1 - October 11, 2018, 12:15 am

(10-10-2018 9:56 AM)Gladen Wrote: &nbsp;I'm curious Dark Phero Lord of the Sith, what kind of
people are your friends, personality-wise, that try pheromones so they can get female attention and
then run away when they get female attention?
I tried (and failed) to word that in a manner that didn't sound like I was belittling them, as I am not.
But I thought it would be common sense that doing anything to get attention does not give one
control of from whom they receive said desired attention.
Whenever I encounter something foreign to my disposition I always ask for clarification so I can
integrate those possibilities into my meager little cranium. Are these guys socially awkward,
sheepish, alpha types, players,etc?
They are analytical types like me mostly....The difference is that I know that I don't know everything
and everyone is smarter and more knowledgeable than me about something, so I tend to be more
open minded.
The reactions scare some people. Take the guy who was hit on by his unattractive boss. He did not
get hit on by the 10 that he wanted and realized that pheromones are a bomb and not a missile.
Another (wearing wolf) had a co worker stop and help him with his work when he had to work late. I

think I posted the story a long time ago. That co-worker never volunteered to help him or anyone
else....ever.....except for the day he wore wolf. It freaked him out and he gave me his bottle and I
gave it to another friend because I already had some.
One friend wore New Pheromone Additive in a car ride and ended up fucking his co worker silly on
a business trip. The problem is that they had a really good working relationship and that changed
after they fucked. She never went on another trip with him because she felt really guilty for doing it.
She is married, by the way. He is not.
I had one friend who didn't want a product because it didn't work on his wife. He was a percentage
guy too....In fact, that guy is a statistician. I told him what to expect. The crazy thing is that I wore the
same pheromone around his wife and she responded really well to me.
Here is the bottom line....All of those friends got plenty of sex without pheromones. So none of them
needed pheromones.....They were curious to see what they would do and they all saw that they
worked.
Gladen - October 11, 2018, 1:17 pm

(10-10-2018 7:15 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;They are analytical types like me mostly....The
difference is that I know that I don't know everything and everyone is smarter and more
knowledgeable than me about something, so I tend to be more open minded.
The reactions scare some people. Take the guy who was hit on by his unattractive boss. He did not
get hit on by the 10 that he wanted and realized that pheromones are a bomb and not a missile.
Another (wearing wolf) had a co worker stop and help him with his work when he had to work late. I
think I posted the story a long time ago. That co-worker never volunteered to help him or anyone
else....ever.....except for the day he wore wolf. It freaked him out and he gave me his bottle and I
gave it to another friend because I already had some.
One friend wore New Pheromone Additive in a car ride and ended up fucking his co worker silly on
a business trip. The problem is that they had a really good working relationship and that changed
after they fucked. She never went on another trip with him because she felt really guilty for doing it.
She is married, by the way. He is not.
I had one friend who didn't want a product because it didn't work on his wife. He was a percentage
guy too....In fact, that guy is a statistician. I told him what to expect. The crazy thing is that I wore the
same pheromone around his wife and she responded really well to me.
Here is the bottom line....All of those friends got plenty of sex without pheromones. So none of them
needed pheromones.....They were curious to see what they would do and they all saw that they
worked.
Thank you.
I understand their trepidation now...expectations versus reality.
DevilJin - October 12, 2018, 12:16 pm

I canâ€™t speak for others but in my case pheromones just help relax me, and give me the
confidence boost of knowing Iâ€™ve got this â€œguardian angelâ€• there to help me out, which
brings me out of my shell.
P74 being the prime example. Now Iâ€™m an introvert by nature, so for the first time I meet
anyone new, I wear P74 as it helps me to know that itâ€™s going to provide a sense of familiarity to

that person, which I know will make the interaction easier. This in turn gives me the confidence to
come out of my shell straight away and just be myself.
So when people like me, they like me for me but it was the pheromones that gave me the platform
for them to give me the chance to show them who I am. I would say itâ€™s 80% me and 20% the
mones.
With heavy hitters like AV and BW, when I get stares from across the room before the person could
even speak to me to get to see my personality. Now I know thereâ€™s no way Iâ€™m getting those
stares without the mones, Iâ€™m a decent looking guy but not Brad Pitt by any means. In cases like
that itâ€™s more like 75% mones and 25% my own appearance.
Now if a guy gets those stares but doesnâ€™t have the personality to escalate or even maintain a
relationship from that point onwards, the mones donâ€™t benefit them long term at all.

